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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are numerous connections between classical combinatorial iden- 
tities and the Weyl-Kac character formula for standard (quasisimple) 
representations of affine Lie algebras-on the history of this subject the 
reader may consult [L2]. The connection between the Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities [Al] and their generalizations due to Gordon [G], Andrews 
[A2, A31 and Bressoud [Brl, Br2] with the standard modules of the afline 
Lie algebra s1(2, C)- was noted by Lepowsky and Milne [LM]. Their Lie 
theoretic interpretation (and proof in the case of the Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities) was given by Lepowsky and Wilson [LW2-LW4]. 
In [LW4] Lepowsky and Wilson associated universal algebras satisfying 
“generalized commutation relations” to each “picture” of an affine Lie 
algebra. Applying their general theory to the special case of s1(2, C)- in the 
principal picture, they derived additional relations for the action of the 
universal algebra on an arbitrary standard module, which enabled them to 
find a spanning set of vectors in the module. Invoking the combinatorial 
identities of Gordon, Andrews and Bressoud, they concluded that the span- 
ning set was linearly independent. For the cases of modules up to level 3 
(including the Rogers-Ramanujan case-that of level 3), they proved the 
linear independence directly, thereby proving the identities in these cases. 
In this work we use, and develop further, the technique of formal 
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Laurent series introduced by Lepowsky and Wilson, to construct series of 
elements in the annihilating ideal of a given standard module. We show 
how these elements determine the structure of this standard module and 
the corresponding maximal submodule of the Verma module. In particular, 
a spanning result for the maximal submodule of the Verma module leads to 
a Lie theoretic proof of linear independence for a spanning set of vectors in 
the standard module. (This independence proof differs from that of 
Lepowsky and Wilson for low levels.) In this way we can deduce the 
Gordon-Andrews-Bressoud identities from the structure of standard 
modules for s1(2, C)-. In many ways we follow the basic ideas of 
Lepowsky and Wilson [LW4], for example, their “philosophy of correc- 
tion factors” is implicit in results such as Proposition 5.13, and we use this 
opportunity to thank them for numerous stimulating discussions. 
The content of this paper is the following: In Sections 2 and 3 we 
introduce necessary notation and we recall necessary general results on the 
structure of the afline Lie algebra S = s/(2, C)” and its standard modules 
CK, GLI. 
Let B be a family containing a copy of each standard g-module, and let 
W, denote the direct sum of this family given the discrete topology. Then 
the universal enveloping algebra uz! = %( 2) of g may be viewed as a subset 
of linear transformations on W,, and we- consider the topology of 
pointwise convergence on @. In Section 4 we show that this topology is 
Hausdorff, and we denote by @ the corresponding completion of %. Then 
each standard &module is a a-module as well, and the annihilating ideals 
mentioned before are ideals in 4. (Sometimes it is convenient to take 8 to 
be the family of all highest weight g-modules and @ the corresponding 
completion.) 
In Section 5 we study formal Laurent series with coefficients in @. An 
example of such a Laurent series is the following: let ( Y(n); n E Z} be a 
commutative family of elements Y(n) E g of degree n (with respect to the 
principal gradation of g). Then for each-m E Z the family 
{Y(i) Y(j); i+j=m) 
is summable in @ and 
Y(W= c m~Z ( c Y(i) Y(i)) 5” i+j=m (1.1) 
is a formal Laurent series in [ with coefficients in @. 
In Section 6 we recall the vertex operator construction of the fundamen- 
tal (basic, or level 1 standard, for sZ(2, C) -) g-modules [LWI]. This result 
may be interpreted as the relation 
X(c)-aEp(-[)E+(-{)=O 
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on a given fundamental module, where X(C) and E* ( -c) are certain 
Laurent series in [ with coefficients in a. We generalize this relation for a 
standard module L(A) of level k, one of the relations being 
A?)([)-uE-(-c)E+(-[)=O, (1.2) 
where Xck)(c) is “almost” the kth power of the Laurent series X(c). The 
left-hand side of (1.2) may be interpreted as the generating function of an 
infinite list of elements in @ which annihilate a given standard module. The 
elements obtained this way generate a two-sided ideal J,, in @ which 
annihilates L(A). Roughly speaking, the remaining three sections give the 
answer to the question: how large is J,, in 
the annihilating ideal of L(A)? 
In Section 7 we prove that J,, is dense in the intersection of some 
annihilating ideals. Now let us assume that on a Z-graded vector space 
acts a commutative family of operators { Y(m); m E Z}, each operator Y(m) 
having degree m. Furthermore, assume that the set of vectors 
{Y(m,).*. Y(m,)u,;m,< ... <m,<O, m,+ *.. +m,=n) (1.3) 
spans the homogeneous component V,. If this family of operators satisfies 
a relation 
Y(02 = 0, (1.4) 
then the product Y(1) Y(I) or Y(f - 1) Y(I) can be expressed as a multiple 
of an (infinite) sum of products Y(i) Y(j), where i < -2 + j. 
Hence the spanning set (1.3) can be reduced to a spanning set indexed 
by partitions (m, ,..., m,) of n satisfying a difference 2 condition 
m,Q -2+m,,,, r = l,..., s - 1. 
In Section 8 we deal with a similar situation: instead of (1.4) we have a 
little bit more complicated relations of the form (1.2), but we can still 
reduce a spanning set of L(A) (given by the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt 
theorem) to a spanning set indexed by partitions satisfying a difference 2 
condition. By applying the character formula and combinatorial identities, 
we conclude that the spanning set so obtained is a basis of L(A). Roughly 
speaking, we could say that the combinatorial identities ensure that the 
constructed list of elements of the annihilating ideal is “complete”. 
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In Section 9 we show that J,, . u0 is the maximal g-submodule W(n) of 
the Verma module M(n), where o0 E M(A) is a highest weight vector. In 
fact, we construct a basis in W(n) using the elements of J,, and as a con- 
sequence we get a Lie-theoretic proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities 
and their generalizations. 
In the Appendix we relate the spanning result of Section 8 with that in 
[LW4]. 
2. THE AFFINE LIE ALGEBRA s&2,@)- 
Let g = sl( 2, C) with the standard basis 
and invariant symmetric bilinear form 
(x, y ) = tr -UJJ 
Denote by C[t, tP ‘1 the algebra of Laurent polynomials in the indeter- 
minate t. Consider the involution of g which is 1 on h and - 1 on e and f: 
The corresponding twisted afjine Lie algebra S =sl(2, C)- is the Lie 
algebra 
~=h@C[t2, t *]@span(e,f }@t@[t’, tp2]@@c@@d, 
where c is nonzero central element in g, and for X, y E g and m, n E Z, 
[.K@ t”‘, yo t”] = [x,y] Ofmfrl+ (-qy> E ~m+,l.OC, 
2 (2.1) 
[d, x 0 t”] = mx 0 P, 
(whenever x 0 t”’ and y 0 t” are in S). 
Define 
e,=f@t, e, =eOt, 
fO=e@tpl, fl=.fot-'3 (2.2) 
ho= -h@l ++c, h,=h@l +$c. 
Then the elements e,, fj, h,, i=O, 1, form a system of canonical generators 
of 2 = [S, 81, viewed as the Kac-Moody Lie algebra with Cartan matrix - - 
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Note that 
c=ho+h,. (2.3) 
The relations 
dege,= -degfi= 1, i=O, 1, 
deg h, = deg d = 0, i=O, 1, 
define a Z-grading of 2 and d is just the degree operator. This is the prin- 
cipal gradation of the Lie algebra g. 
Set 
B(n)=(e+ f)@t” for n~22+ 1, (2.4) 
and 
X(n) = (f-e)Ot” 
if nE22+1, 
h@ t” if ne22. (2.5) 
Then the set 
{B(m), X(n), c,d; mE2H+ l,n~Z) (2.6) 
is a basis of g. It is clear that the elements B(n) and X(n) have degree n, 
that is 
Furthermore we have 
L-4 B(n)1 = nB(n), 
Cd, X(n)] = nX(n). 
[B(m), &)I = m6,+,,c for m,ns2H+ 1, 
[B(m), X(n)] = 2X(m + n) for mE2.Z+ 1, neZ, 
[X(m),X(n)]=(-1)“+‘2B(m+n)+(-1)“m6,+~,0c 
for m, n E Z, and where by definition B(m + n) = 0 for m + n E 22. 
Set 
_s,=Cc+@d, 
-s+ = LI w+n), 
n>o 
_s=_s- O_so@_s+. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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We call _s_ 0 Cc @_s + principal Heisenberg subalgebra and _s the extended 
principal Heisenberg subalgebra of 2. 
Later on we shall use the so called j-filtration of the universal enveloping 
algebra “2 =4?(g) of 2 (cf. [LW2]): For j~i? set - - 
%(j) = Co) if j< 0, 
qo, = w,s)~ 
and if j> 0 denote by %( j, the linear span of all elements xi ... x, E %‘, 
where x1 ,..., x, E g, and at most j of the elements x, lie outside the sub- 
algebra _s. Obviously 
For a nonnegative integer n and ,U = (ml ,..., m,) E Z” set 
m)=J%,).‘.mL), wa = 1, 
wL)=m,)~~~m,), 4/a) = 1, 
(where in the case of B(p) all rn;s are assumed to be odd). It is obvious 
from the commutation relations (2.9) and (2.10) that for any permutation g 
X(m O( I ) T...T mo(n))-X(ml,...,m,)E~,(,-I). (2.11) 
For j a positive integer, set 
E-(,,=span{X(n ,,..., n,);s<j,n,d ... <n,} 
Clearly (2.11) and the commutation relations (2.8) and (2.9) imply 
~~j,=~cs-)~“(j,~!csO+S+). (2.12) 
3. HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES 
Set 
h=@h@Cc@@d, 
-n, =span{xE&fdegx>Oj. 
Then we have a triangular decomposition 
g=_n-OhOg+. 
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Let I E b*. A g-module with highest weight 1 is a g-module generated by an 
element uO # 6 (a highest weight vector) such that 
0) _n+ * 00 = (Oh 
(ii) x. u. = n(x) u. for all x E b. 
A highest weight vector is unique up to a scalar multiple. Notice that the 
central element c l g’ acts on a g-module I/ with highest weight 1 as mul- 
tiplication by the scalar - 
4~) = Wo) + JO,), 
and we call 2(c) the level of V. 
We shall frequently restrict our attention to the highest weight modules 
with highest weight I such that I(d) = 0. (All others are obtained from 
these by redefining the value of L(d).) So let V be such g-module. Denote 
- by V, the eigenspace of d with eigenvalue n E 2’. Then 
v= LI v,, (3.1) 
ni0 
v, = cu,, 
and dim V, < cc for n < 0. We shall say that an operator A E End V is 
homogeneous of degree j if [d, A] = jA. Observe that A has degree j if and 
only if 
AVnc Vn+j (3.2) 
for all n o Z. In particular the elements B(j), X(j) act on V as operators of 
degree j. 
Define the principally specialized character ch, V of V as the formal 
power series 
ch,, V= c (dim V-,)q”. 
?I20 
Let ;1 E: h* and define on @ a structure of (h @_n + )-module by setting 
E+ .l=O, x. 1 =n(x) for XE~. 
Denote by M(1) the Verma module (with the highest weight A) 
the induced g-module. Then 1 = 10 1 E M(I) is a highest weight vector and 
as a vector space 
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This implies (in the case that 2(d) = 0) 
ch,M(I)=F n (1-q”))l, 
n2l 
where 
F= n (l-qznp’)-‘. 
n21 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
We shall say that a highest weight module V is a standard g-module if 
there exists m 3 1 such that 
(iii) f~*uO=O for i=O, 1, 
where USE I/ is a highest weight vector. Then for the highest weight 2. con- 
dition (iii) implies that 1 is dominant integral, i.e., 
k, = .jL(h,) E N, i=O, 1. (3.5) 
Moreover, for every 1 such that (3.5) holds we have that 
W(A)=@(_n-)f $+‘L+)+a(_n_)f:‘l+‘u, (3.6) 
is the unique maximal proper g-submodule of the Verma module M(A) 
(here a0 is a highest weight vector in M(A)), and 
L(I) = M(i)/W(i) 
is a standard module with highest weight 1. All standard g-modules are (up 
to isomorphism) of this form (cf. [K, GL]). 
We shall frequently restrict our attention to standard g-modules with a 
highest weight Jti such that A(d) = 0. All such standard modules are 
parametrized up to equivalence by arbitrary pairs (k,, k,) of nonnegative 
integers so that 
where A, and A, are the fundamental weights 
Ai = 6ijt i, j=O, 1. 
Later on we shall use the relations 
fp+‘U()=o, f;l+lUO=O, (3.7) 
where u0 is a highest weight vector of L(A). We say that L(/iO) and L(n,) 
are the fundamental g-modules. Obviously, these are the only level 1 stan- 
dard g-modules (such that A(d) = 0). 
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It follows from the Weyl-Kac character formula that (cf. [LM]) 
ch, L(I) = F. j--J1 (1 - f-’ if kO#k,, 
n $0, i-(ko + 1) 
=F. ,II, (1-4”))1 n (l-q”) if ko=k,, 
n*o,GaJ+ 1) 
n,l 
n=ko+ 1 
where all congruences are mod@, + k, + 2). Clearly F (defined by (3.4)) is 
the principally specialized character of a fundamental module. 
4. COMPLETION OF THE UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA 
Let {xi; ic 1} be a countable family of elements in % = %(g’). We shall 
say that this family is summable if for any highest weight module V and any 
vector u E V the set 
I(o)= {iEI;xi.u#O} (4.1) 
is finite. Then on any highest weight module V the infinite sum Cic, xi 
induces a well-defined linear operator such that 
( > z, xi u=izu, xi’v (4.2) 
for u E V. In this section we shall introduce a Hausdorff topology on % and 
a completion @ of % such that a summable family is summable in the usual 
sense (cf. [Bl]). Only the density theorem (Sect. 7) relies on the results of 
this section, the order results (like Lemma 5.6) could be reformulated in 
terms of summable families (of, possibly, summable families). 
We shall prove the following lemma in a more general setting than used 
in this paper. For notions used in the proof the reader may consult [K]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let g = g(A) be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra with sym- 
metrizable Cartan matrix A. Then for any nonzero x E 42(g) there exists a 
- standard g-module V and vector v E V such that x * v # 0. 
Proof. Let go,..., a, be the simple roots of 2. For two roots 
P=noao+ .*. +n,a,, 8’ = nbao + . . . + n;al 
write /I > fl’ if there exists r E {O,..., Z} such that 
no = nb,..., n,-,=n:-,, n, > n:. 
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For two monotonic (finite) sequences of positive roots 
write B > ~2’ if there exists r such that 
This defines a total order on the set of all such sequences. 
For a positive root /? let 
be a (biorthogonal) basis such that 
[X$, Xi_J = b,h,, 
where h, is a well-defined nonzero element of the Cartan subalgebra 4 of 2. 
Let x E Q( 2) be a nonzero element. Then 
(4.3) 
where the coefficients a::: are in %(_n-) e’(h) and we assume they are all 
nonzero, and that the indices are such that 
PI 2 ... 3B,, 
Pp=& implies i, > i, for p < q, 
all sets of indices appearing in (4.3) being distinct. Let W = (rr ,..., y,) be the 
smallest sequence that appears in (4.3), and let 
aXk...X$;, a=ai~...jp 
YI“‘YP 
be some element that appears in (4.3). 
Let L = L(A) be a standard module, a0 E L a highest weight vector, and V 
the tensor product of p copies of L. Consider the vector 
u=x’~y,uo@ ‘.. OXiP,pUOE v, 
and note that on V an element Pi acts as 
x’,=x~~l~...~l+~..+l~..~~l~x~. (4.4) 
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If fil > yi , from X2, Xtnuo = 0 for all r = l,..., p, and it is clear from (4.4) 
that X2,0=0. If fll =yi, then 
where A^ means that the symbol A is omitted. In a finite number of steps we 
see that 
where b is some positive integer, and that for the remaining indices 
Hence 
x . u = bl(h,,) . . . 12(hyp) u’:,,::‘.!~p(“, 0 . . . 0 “0). 
It is easy to see that there exists I such that 
l(h,,) * . . A(hYp) u’:l::‘.$p”, E L(A) 
is a nonzero vector, and then (for this A) that xv # 0. Since I/ is a direct 
sum of standard modules, the lemma follows. 1 
Let 9 be a family of ?& = %(g) modules. Set 
Then W, is a %-module, and we may regard each x E 3% as a linear trans- 
formation on W,. Consider W, as a discrete topological space, and define 
on 92 the topology of pointwise convergence, that is, the family 
ow= {x&;x- W=O}, 
where W c W, are finite-dimensional subspaces, is a fundamental system 
of neighborhoods of 0 E $2. With this topology % is a topological ring, and 
we shall say that this topology on @ is induced by the family 9. Clearly 
Lemma 4.1 implies the following 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If the family 9 contains a copy of each standard 
g-module, then the topology on % = Q!(f) induced by B is Hausdorff: 
From now on we assume that 9 contains a copy of each standard 
g-module. 
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Since the topology on 92 is Hausdorff, there exists a complete Hausdorff 
topological ring @ (called the completion of a’) such that 92 c & is a dense 
subset [Bl, Chap. III, Sect. 6, Proposition 61. 
Consider I/E F as a discrete topological space. Since the continuous 
biadditive map 
“a x v + v, (I, II) H x . u, 
extends by continuity to a biadditive map 
@xv+v, 
[Bl, Chap. III, Sect. 6, Theorem 11, each VE F is a Q-module as well. 
Moreover, if V,, V,E~ and 
is homomorphism of @-modules, then f is homomorphism of @-modules 
as well. 
By using [Bl, Chap. III, Sect. 3, Proposition 73 it is easy to see: 
LEMMA 4.3. The family of all 
@,= {xEcz;x~ W=O}, 
where W c W, are finite-dimensional subspaces, is a fundamental system of 
neighborhoods of 0 E &. 
Note that Lemma 4.3 implies that the completion @of @ (with respect to 
9) equals @. 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Cauchy’s 
criterion [Bl, Chap. III, Sect. 5, Theorem l] and Lemma 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (xi; i E I> be a family in d@. Then the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) The family (xi; iE I} is summable. 
(b) For every V E 9 and every u E V the set 
I(u)= {iEI;xi.U#O) 
is finite. 
Remark 4.5. (a) We will usually take 9 to be a set of representatives 
of highest weight g-modules, or of standard g-modules. In this case @ con- 
tains besides % a-number of important elements; let us mention only the 
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Casimir operator (cf. [K]), the homogeneous components of the vertex 
operator E-( -0 E+( -c) (cf. Sect. 6) and elements of Z-algebras (cf. 
CLW41). 
(b) We may take 9 to be the set of all integrable g-modules (cf. 
[KP]). Then @ contains a group G associated to the Kac-Moody 
algebra 2. 
5. FORMAL LAURENT SERIES 
Let {A(n);n~z} and {C(n);ncZ} be families of elements in q=!&(g) 
(or in a), and let A([) and C(c) be the following formal Laurent series in 
commuting indeterminates c and 5 with coefficients in % (or 4): 
A(i)= c A(n) in, (5.1) 
n‘zz 
C(5) = c C(n) tn. 
nsz 
Then 
Nil c(r) = c ‘ml C(n) 1”5” (5.2) 
l?wEL 
is a well-defined Laurent series in two indeterminates < and r, with coef- 
ficients in % (or @). 
In what follows we shall find it convenient to write some series of 
relations in % as equalities of Laurent series. For example, set 
B(i)= c B(n) i”, 
ns2Z+ 1 
where X(n), Big are defined by (2.4) and (2.5) and set 
where D is the linear operator D, = c(d/dc). Then we may write the com- 
mutation relations (2.7t(2.10) as the equalities of formal Laurent series 
14 B(i)1 = DWL’), 
(5.3) 
Cd WOI = DWO; 
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CB(Ov B(t)1 = c c 45/O”, (5.4) 
ns2++ 1 
[B(I)> X(5)1 = 2J35) 1 (i/O”, (5.5) 
nc2Ztl 
cJ30, a01 = -mu ~(-m)+4w(-1/5). (5.6) 
Set 
B’(i)= c B( kn) [‘“. 
n>o 
Later on we shall use the relations (2.9) written in the form 
where we use the usual notation 
(l-i)-‘= 1 i”. 
?l,O 
Now consider again the Laurent series (5.2). If i = 5, the product 
A(i) C(i)= C 
nez 
( C Ati) C(i)) i” 
i+j=n 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
is not defined in general. In the sequel we shall write (5.8) only if for every 
n E Z the family 
(A(i) C(j); i+j=n} (5.9) 
is summable. In this case A([) C(i) is a formal Laurent series with coef- 
ficients in @. We shall sometimes also write 
Ati) C(l) = lim 40 C(l), 5-i (5.10) 
and we shall say that the limit (5.10) exists if the family (5.9) is summable 
for all n E E. More generally, if 
A(5 , ,..., (,, (, ,..., 5,) = 1 A(i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., j,) i:I . . . [:({I . . . rk 
il ,..., in 
JI . . . ..j. 
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is a formal Laurent series in commuting indeterminates cl ,..., i,,, 5, ,..., {,, 
with coefficients in @, we shall say that the limit 
exists if for every p, j, ,..., j, E Z the family 
{A(i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., j,); i, + . . . + i, = p} (5.12) 
is summable, and by definition the limit (5.11) equals 
4P,j ,r...r j,)1”5:‘...5$ 
where a(p, jl,..., j, ) is the sum of the family (5.12). 
We shall usually take S to be a set of representatives of all standard 
modules, or a set of representatives of all highest weight modules, and we 
shall usually consider Laurent series of the form (5.1), where A(n) and C(n) 
have degree n. In this case relations (3.1) and (3.2) together with any of the 
following three conditions 
C( j)=O for j<O, (5.13) 
A(i)=0 for i>O, (5.14) 
CA(i), C(j)1 = 0 for i, jEZ, (5.15) 
imply that the family (5.9) is summable. 
EXAMPLE. It is clear from commutation relations (2.10) and (3.1) that 
the family 
{X(i)X(j); i+j=n} 
is not summable for all n E Z. Hence A’([)* is not defined. 
The following lemmas are direct consequences of the definition of limits: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P= P(cl ,..., [,) be a Laurent polynomial and let 
f = f([, ,..., {,,) be a formal Laurent series. Zf limi,-< f exists, then 
lim,, _ i Pf exists and 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let f = f([ ,,..., [,, 5 ,,..., 5,) be a formal Laurent series. If 
lim id, + x f exists, then 
lim f = lim lim f ). 
L.S, - x c, - x t, - x 
LEMMA 5.3. Let f = f(cl ,..., <,) and let A be any partial differential 
operator (of finite order) with constant coefficients. If lim;, jC f exists, then 
lim :,A[ Af exists. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let f = f(<, ,..., i,,) = f(cc,, ,,..., i,(,,,) for every permutation 
CJ. If limi,,i f exists, then 
Note that i”S([) = S(l) = 1 . S(i), and hence 
f(C) S(i) =f(l) d(l) 
for any Laurent polynomial f(i). By formal differentiation we obtain 
Hence S(i) “behaves like the h-function at 5 = 1." We shall use the 
following modification of these formulas (cf. [LW4]). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let f([,, cl) be a formal Laurent series and assume that 
liq, + i f exists. Then 
(a) f(i,, L) S(illiz)=f(iI-3 i,) &i,liJ =f(izj iz) &il/5,)3 
(b) f(il, iz)(D6Ni,li,) 
=f(illrlw6)(1,/i2)+ (bf Hilt iI) 6(i,/i,) 
=f(i*, 12W~)(11/12)-(~,f )(iZ> i?) 4i,/i,L 
where 
LEMMA 5.6. Let f(i,, iz, t,,..., 5,) b e a ormal Laurent series such that f 
exists. Assume that 
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Then the limit 
(5.18) 
exists and equals 
Proof First note that the assumption (5.16) implies that the limit 
lim 1,.12+if(lI, L, tl,..., $,I exists. Hence 
f(i;l, iZ,5,Y.., <,I. c KllMk 
k20 
= 1 a(n, m,j ,,..., j,)[;~~<l;l**.~$ 
n, m, ii ,.... jp 
is a formal Laurent series with coefficients in @, 
ah m, j, ,..., jJ = 1 f(n - k, m + k, il ,..., j,). 
k,O 
(5.20) 
Let VE 9, u E V and t E Z. By (5.16) there is then an integer 44, such that 
f(n, m, j, ,..., jr) u Z 0 and n+m+j,+ **a +j,=t 
can hold only if n, m, j, ,..., jp GM,. Denote by f the finite set of indices 
(4 m, j, ,..., j,) such that 
n+m+j,+ ... +j,=t, n, m, i1 ,..., j,<M,. 
It is then clear from (5.20) that 
ah m, j, ,..., iJ 0 Z 0 (5.21) 
implies m, j, ,..., jp < M,. Now the assumption (5.17) implies that for 
n>M,, 
= kTz f(n-k, m+k, j ,,..., j,) 
> 
v=O. 
Therefore (5.21) implies n < M, and hence (5.21) holds only for indices in 
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,#. This proves that the limit (5.18) exists. Now let n, < n, be such that for 
(n, m, j, ,..., j,,) E f we have n, < n <n,. Set 
2’ = {( j, ,..., j,); (n, m, j, ,..., j,) c f for some n, m E Z}, 
and let in the formulas below m = t - n -j, - . . . - j,. Then 
M’ = 
( 
c 44 m, j, ,..., j,) 0 
n+m+,,+ ‘.. +j,=r > 
= c 
(n.m.i~ . .jpleb ( 
k~of(n-kk,m+k,i,,...,~~) 0 
, > 
=c 2 1 f(n-k,m+k, j ,,..., j,,)v 
( jl,...,jp)~j” n=no k>O,n-k>no 
= 1 t (n,-n+l)f(n,m,j ,,..., j,)v, 
li~.....i~)~R’ n=no 
Since (j, ,..., j,) E 3’ and (5.17) imply 
? f(n, m, j,,..., j,) v = 0, 
n = ng 
we have that 
w= 1 2 (-n)f(n,m,j,,...,jp)v 
I II...., jp) l ,f’ n = t20 
)I, 
= C 1 mfhm,j,,...,jJv, 
( jl,....jp)E,f’ n=no 
and the lemma follows. 1 
THEOREM 5.7. Set 
Then for every permutation a 
f(i O(l),..‘, ialp,) =f(i1,..9 i,). 
Proof: First note that Lemma 5.5 implies 
(i, +12)*~(-~,/12)=0, 
(iI + i21* WM -11/12) =a 
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Hence for r = 1 ,..., p - 1 the commutation relation (5.6) implies 
and the result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 5.8. Zf 9 consists of highest weight g-modules, then for 
p 2 2 the limit 
x’p)(c) = lim i,-T ,4ivj4p (CiCj)-’ (~i+~j)2x(il)“‘x(ip) 
. . 
(5.22) 
exists. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 5.7, for every permutation cr, 
f(i I,..., ip) =f(ia(l),-.., i,(,J (5.23) 
For any highest weight g-module V and any v E V there exists M, such that 
n > M, implies that X(i) u = 0. It is clear from the definition of f  that this 
implies that there exists N, such that ip > N, implies f  (il ,..., ip) u = 0. 
Hence, by (5.23), 
f(i , ,..., ip) v  # 0 implies i, ,..., i, < N,. 
Therefore the family 
( f(il,..., i,); i, + .*. + ip=n) 
is summable for every n E Z, and the limit (5.22) exists. The other formula 
follows from Lemma 5.1. 1 
Remark 5.9. We have already mentioned that we did not define X(i)*. 
Roughly speaking, this is replaced by x’*‘(c), and Theorem 5.7 is replacing 
the condition (5.15). Condition (5.15) is used in [LPZ] to define formal 
Laurent series X=(c)*, which are in a way parallel to Xc*)([). 
From now on we shall assume that every VE p is a highest weight 
g-module. 
Set A’(“([) = X(c), X(O)([) = 1 and X(p’([) = 0 for p c 0. 
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PROPOSITION 5.10. For PE b 
[X(l) 3 XCP’(()] = -p2*p- l 4 -l/5)(B-(t) xcp- “(4) + J+- l’(t) B+(5)) 
-P2 *p-*6( -i/r) DpP-l)(S) 
+p(c-p+ 1)2Q-2 D6( -i/5) x’p- “(0. 
Proof. Fix i, j, l<i<j<p and FEZ. Set 
p= n (iris)-’ (L+L)‘, 
p, = n (iris)-’ (i, + is)*, 
p; = n (i,W (L + 1,1*. 
1 sr<s<p 
r,s+r 
Then observe that the coefficient of [” in 
(where a means that the symbol A is omitted), is a formal Laurent series in 
the indeterminates ii, c,, and ck, k = l,..., p, k # i, j, and that (because of 
Corollary 5.8) Lemma 5.6 can be applied. Hence the following limit exists 
and 
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= -p”--)+lg(-~/~) 5 D$-‘p--l)(() 
- p-*)+yDs)( -C/5) P-‘)(t). 
Now we have 
=;“y P f J311)... [X(i), X(i,)l~*~~(i,) ,- r=l 
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+ 4 ?Ft p i;i 1 - (CyC,’ 
ri’ij {6(-~/~,)x(:,)~~~~~~~~x(i,) 
-6(-i/ii)x(51)...~...x(:p)). 
(Here we have used the commutation relations (5.7)). Since the last limit 
equals 
4 1 lim 
1 
- h,, 
i<j C,+5 l-ilC,j 
the result follows. 1 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.7, we see that Proposition 5.10 implies 
LEMMA 5.11. Forp~Z 
(i + o* X(C) J-‘(5) = (5 + a2 x’“‘(t) X(0 
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LEMMA 5.12. Let p 3 0. Then the limits on the left hand side exist and 
(a) IimC.C,,([~)-l (i+5)2X(i)X(P)(5)=2~2(P-1)X’P+1’(~), 
(b) limc,,+,Dc((it)Y’ (i+5)‘X(I)X’p)(t)) 
=(l/(p+ 1)) 2- 2(P- “D x(p+ “(x), x 
ProoJ: By using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.1 we get 
X(“+“(X) = lim ;,-/ n KW (i,+i,)‘x(io)...x(i,) 
oGi<JGp 
= lim lim 
co-x i,--% oci<,~p 
I#0 
= ~yprp (io + xJZP X(50) x’p’(x) 
= 27(pp ‘I lim (iOx) -’ (lo + x)2 X(cO) Xtp’(x), 
Lo - % 
and hence (a) holds. Similarly, 
D x X”‘+“(x) = D, Jim n (iii,)-’ (i,+i,)‘x(io)...x(ip) 
ii+A O<r< j<p 
= (P + 1) ;‘,1-“, Do o<;IJ<p (iicI)-~(~i+~,~2x(io)~~~xo) 
. . 
= (P + 1) tyy Do((lox)F” (Co + I)‘~ X(io) X’p’(x)} 
=(p+ 1)2”‘P-l’ lim Do{(iox)~’ (L+x)’ X(io) Xtp)(x)}, 
io + Y 
and hence (b) holds. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let q # - 1. Then 
i > 
2 1 + i/x 1 + xii 
( > 
2 
1 - ilx X(i) J+%!) - 
- X’%) X(l) 1 _ x,i 
2(y- “S([/x) D,J?+ l’(x). 
Proof: The left-hand side equals 
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r/x 
(1 --i/x)* (5x)-’ ti + xl2 X(S) x’%) 
XL 
-u-x/i)* (ix)-’ (5 +x)’ X%) X(i) 
and the result follows from Lemmas 5.5(b) and 5.12. m 
Finally let us state an immediate consequence of the commutation 
relation (5.5). 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Let p E Z. Then 
6. SOME ELEMENTS OF THE ANNIHILATING IDEAL OF 
A STANDARD MODULE 
Let E+ (5) and E-(c) be the formal Laurent series with coefficients in 
“%! = e’(g) defined as the formal exponential series 
E’([)=exp 2 
( 
c B(n) inIn > 
. (6.1) 
nE +(*N+l) 
The commutation relations (2.8) imply: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let n > 0 be an odd integer. Then 
(a) [B(n), E-(i)] = -2cE-(i) i-“, 
tb) CB(-n), E+(i)1 = -2cE+(5) i”. 
The relation (a) implies 
2 
ne2N+l 
= E-(1*) 1 (2Bb) 57/n - 4cti1/<2)“/n) 
nE*N+l 
(Here and elsewhere, we use standard notation for logarithmic and 
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binomial formal power series.) Hence by iterating the above formula and 
applying the definition of E+([,) we get: 
LEMMA 6.2. We have 
Note that Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 also hold in the case when the coefficients 
B(n) in E’(c) are linear operators on some space V satisfying the com- 
mutation relations (2.8). 
By an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 6.2 we get 
LEMMA 6.3. We have 
* (a) Jli,)Ep(12)= E-(iz) X(5,), 
* lb) E+(i,) Wiz)= Niz) E+(i,). 
Now define on @ a structure of (_sO + _s + )-module by setting 
(s+ + Cd)’ 1 = (01, c.l=l, 
and denote by 
the induced J-module. Then as a vector space 
and the elements B(n), n < 0, act on V as multiplication operators, and 
B(n), n > 0, as derivations. Also note that V is a graded vector space 
d being the degree operator. Define formal Laurent series Ep (0 and E+ ([) 
with coefftcients in End V as in (6.1) and note that the product 
Ep ( - [) E+ ( - [) is a well-defined Laurent series with coefficients in 
End V. The following theorem is the well-known vertex operator construc- 
tion of the fundamental representations of g due to Lepowsky and Wilson 
[LWl]: 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let a = +l. Denote by X’(n) the coefficients of the 
Laurent series 
Y(c)= 1 A?(n)[“=i E-(-I)E+(-0. 
nez 
Then the map 
x(n) t+ r(n), nEH 
extends the representation of_s on V to a representation of g on V. Moreover, 
for a = -1 and a = 1 these are the fundamental g-modules with highest 
weights A,, and A 1, respectively, and 1 = 1 Q 1 E V is-a highest weight vector. 
Proof First we have to show that the commutation relations (2.9) and 
(2.10) hold for X(n) instead of X(n). 
Since the coeflicient of <” in the Laurent series E-( -0 or E+( -0 is an 
operator of degree n, the same holds for the product X’(n), and hence (2.7) 
holds. By Lemma 6.2 we have 
-(: s::;::) E-t-i,)E-t-i,)E+t-i?)E+t-i,) 
=4(D6)t-i,/i,)E-t-i,)E-t-12)E+(-il)Eft-12). 
By using Lemma 5.5 we get the right-hand side of (5.6) with c = 1. The 
remaining set of commutation relations follow from Lemma 6.1. 
It is easy to see that the g-module V is already irreducible under the 
action of _s. The vector 1 = 10 1 E V is obviously a highest weight vector, 
and it follows from (2.2) that the highest weight of V is A, (A ,) for a = -1 
(a=l). 1 
PROPOSITION 6.5. On a fundamental g-module L(A,), i = 0, 1, tile have 
(a) 2X([)-(-l)‘+‘E-(-0 E+(-[)=O, 
(b) P)(i) = 0 for p >, 2. 
Proof: (a) is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.4. (b) It follows from 
Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.2 that on a fundamental g-module 
and hence 
=(1/4)(1-1,/1,)*E-t-I,)E-t-I,)E+t-i,)E+t-i,). 
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This implies that 
X”)(t)= lim (1 +illiz)2~(~,)~(~2)=0. 
r1.i2-1 
In general, (b) follows from the formula 
=(a/21P ,<,y,<p (1 -WiJ2 ,fi, E-(-ii) ii E+(-L), 
. . r=l 
where a= kl. 1 
The following theorem is a consequence and a generalization of 
Proposition 6.5: 
THEOREM 6.6. Let kO, k, be nonnegative integers and set k= k,+ k,. 
Then on the standard g-module L = L(k, A, + k, A, ) we have 
(a) For p, q>O, p+q=k, 
a,X’P’(i)-(-l)kUayE-(-I)X(Y’(-I)E+(-i)=O 
u,here a, = 2 r’r+ “/r!. 
(b) For pak+ 1, 
A?‘( [) = 0. 
Proof: Let V be the tensor product of k, copies of the fundamental 
g-module L(A,) and k, copies of L(A,): 
v= L(A,)@kO@ L(A,)@% 
Denote by uO E V the tensor product of highest weight vectors in the tensor 
factors. Then L z a(g) o,,, and for this reason it is enough to show that (a) 
and (b) hold on V. First notice that on V we have 
and that Proposition 6.5(b) implies 
X’P’( [) = 
0 if pak+l 
2P(P-I)p!E... OX(()@ ... 010 .‘. if p< k, 
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where in the case p < k the tensorand X(c) appears in p places and 1 
appears in q = k -p places. Proposition 6.5(a) implies that on L(A,), 
i=o, 1, 
E-(-[)X(-c)E+(-5)=(-1)‘+‘/2, 
E-(-c)E+(-c)=(-1)‘+‘2X([), 
and hence on V we have 
E-(-()X’q-[)E+(-[) 
=2y’y-‘)q!c... @(&l/2)@ ... @(+2)x(c)@ ... 
=(-1) 2 ko Y(Y--z)q!(2PcPH)p!)--L $P’([). 1 
Set up = 0 for p < 0. For nonnegative integers k,, k, set k = k, + k, , 
A=koAo+k,A, and 
R”(() = u 
P P 
FP’(i) - (- l)k” a E-(-()A-‘*‘(-()E+(-[) 
Y  9 
where p, qc Z, p + q = k. Then R;(c) may be viewed as the generating 
function 
of elements Rig 4? which, by Theorem 6.6, annihilate the standard 
g-module L(A): 
R;(n) L(A) = 0 for p,n~Z. (6.2) 
Denote by yA c 4 the two-sided ideal 
yA=span{xRf(n)y; x,yE4, n,pEZ}. (6.3) 
In what follows we will show that the ideal fA completely determines the 
structure of a standard g-module L(A) (see Remark 8.9). 
Let I,,, I, be nonnegative integers such that 
1, + 1, = k, 1, E k, mod 2. 
Set A’ = &A, + 1, A,. Then we shall write 
A’=: mod2. 
Obviously we have R;‘(n) = R;(n) and RAP = 2A. 
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Remark 6.7. One can see (cf. Propositions 9.2 and 9.3) that the 
relations 
R;(n) L(A) = 0 for FEZ, (6.4) 
or equivalently 
akXck)(i)=(-l))koEp(-[)E+(-[) on L(A), (6.5) 
imply all the other relations (6.2). In the case of the fundamental modules 
(6.5) is precisely the Lepowsky-Wilson vertex operator formula. 
Remark 6.8. The first construction of series of elements of the 
annihilating ideal of a standard module was given by Lepowsky and 
Wilson (cf. Theorem 12.10 in [LW4]). 
7. A DENSITY THEOREM 
In this section let F be a family of representatives of the standard 
&modules, and let the completion ~2 of J?? = J?/( g) be with respect to the 
topology induced by this family. As before, fix a dominant integral weight 
A=k,/l,+k,A,. 
Set k = k, + k, , and for p E Z set R,(i) = R:(i) and f = x,, . Denote by 
2 c @ the annihilating ideal 
~==(~EJ~;.Y.L(/~‘)=(O) for all /i’snmod2). 
Clearly Theorem 6.6 implies 9 c 2. Also notice that the ideal 2 is closed 
in @. 
THEOREM 7.1. The ideal 8 is dense in 2. 
Proof By definition 
R,(~)=a,X’P’(~)-(-l)koa,E~(-~)X’Y’(-~)E+(-~). 
If /i’=I,/1,+I,n,, /=I,,+/,, and L=L(n’), then Theorem 6.6 implies 
R,(c) 1 L=(a,X’“‘(~)-(-l)“af’oa,~,+,X”-kfp)(~)) 1 L. 
By choosing 
if I = k, I, f k, mod 2, 
if I < k, 
if l>k, 
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we see that 2 1 L contains all operators g 1 L. In particular the family of 
operators f ) L acts irreducibly on L, and the identity operator (c/Z) ( L is 
in 4 1 L. Since L is an absolutely irreducible g-module (cf. [ Ll, Lemma 
2.21) we may apply the (standard proof of) the Jacobson-Chevalley den- 
sity theorem (cf. [B2, Chap. VIII]) and the result follows. j 
8. BASIS OF A STANDARD MODULE 
For a sequence of integers 
where ~20, write 
Ipl =m1+ ... +m,, 
l(p) = s. 
(Here for s = 0 we have the unique “sequence” p = 0, and in this case 
1~1 = 0, Z(p) = 0). For p 2 1 and n E Z denote by (p; n) the unique sequence 
of integers 
such that 
n=m, + ‘.. +m,, 
ml< ". Gm,, 
Odm,-m,Ql. 
For example, 
(3;-lO)=(-4,-3,-3). 
We shall frequently denote by 
cL = (n, ,..-, 4, (p; n), 4, , ,..., n,) 
the sequence 
p= (n,,..., n,, ml,..., mp, n,,,,..., n,). 
Let us denote by 9 the set of all sequences 
p = (m, ,..., m,), 
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where s 2 0 and mi are integers such that 
ml 6 ‘.. dm,-cO. 
For two sequences ,u, v E 9 we shall write 
if one of the following three conditions holds: 
(i) /(PI > l(v), 
(ii) 4~) = l(v) and IPI < 14, 
(iii) I(p)=/(v), IpI = IvJ and 
m, =nl ,..., mjel =n,-,, mi>n, 
for some 1 ,< id l(p), where v = (n, ,..., n,). 
Obviously we have the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 8.1. The relation < is a (reverse) well-order on 9 and p = 0 is 
the largest element in 9. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let PEE, IpI =n and l(p)=p>O. Then 
(a) (P;n)Gb 
(b) if~#(p;n), then 
m, d -2 +m,. 
As before, we write for a sequence ,LI 
J@)=J3m,)...Wm,,), 
X(p; n) = N(P; n)), 
X(0) = 1. 
Let V be a highest weight g-module, and let u0 E V be a maximal vector. 
For p E 63’ write 
v,p) = 1 a(& 1 WV) UOY PU01zI, 
V’P 
V (0) = 10). 
Obviously 
V (PI = vw for p<v, 
v= u V(r). 
fi 6.9 
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LEMMA 8.3. Let PEE, p=(m, ,..., m,) and let v=(n ,,..., n,) be a 
sequence of integers. Assume that one of the following three conditions hold 
(i) 4~) > 4~)~ 
(ii) 4~) = 4~) and IA < 14, 
(iii) l(p)=l(v), (pLJ = Iv\ and 
ml=nl ,..., mi-,=nnip,, m,>n, 
for some 1 < i < l(p). 
Then 
Proof: Clearly (2.11) implies that 
NV) uo E @X(v’) uo + V(,,, 
where the sequence v’ is obtained by rearranging the sequence v in 
increasing order, and the lemma follows. m 
Set 
P’( () = 1 PP’(n) 5”. 
ncz 
LEMMA 8.4. Let n E Z, p 2 1 and u E V. Then 
for some a>O, and p=(m, ,..., m,), m, < ... <mp, IpJ =n, p#(p;n). 
ProoJ Since the coefficients of Laurent polynomial 
n t1 + l;i/lj)' 
lGi<jGp 
are nonnegative, and the constant term is 1, it follows from (5.22) that 
J?‘(n) u = C b,X(p) u, 
PEY 
where Y c Zp is some finite set depending on u, and 
b,>O, b(p:n) > 0. 
Hence the lemma follows by using (2.11). 1 
601/64/3-3 
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Fix a dominant integral weight 
A=koA,+k,A,. 
Set k=k,+k,. Let p=((m ,,..., m,), m,b ... dm,. We shall say that p 
satisfies the difference 2 condition if the following conditions hold: 
(i) for p = [k/2] + 1 and every i E {l,..., r-p + 11 
mid -2+mi+ppl, 
(ii) if kE22, then for p=k/2 and iE cl,..., r-p+ l} 
m,> -2+m,+,-, 
implies that 
m,+ ..’ +m,+,-,=k, mod2. 
Note that for neZ and p= [k/2] + 1 the sequence (p; n) does not satisfy 
the difference 2 condition, and for p = k/2 the sequence (p; n) satisfies the 
difference two condition iff n = k, mod 2. Set 
P(k) = (k/2, [k/2] + 1 } n L. 
Set L = L(A) and let uO E L be a highest weight vector. Then we have the 
following consequence of Theorem 6.6: 
PROPOSITION 8.5. If p ~9 does not satisjj the difference 2 condition, 
then 
WPL) 00 EL,,, (8.1) 
Proof Clearly ~1 E 9 is of the form 
p= (ml,..., m,, (pin), m,.,,,,..., m,), 
where p E P(k). Let 
(pi n) = (m,, I ,..., m,,,). 
Assume p = [k/2] + 1. Then Theorem 6.6 implies 
X’P’(n)u~~Z~(p-l~u 
for any vector II EL. This, together with Lemma 8.4, implies 
x(p;rz)oE c Cx(v)u+~q,-,,u. 
v>(p;n) 
(8.2) 
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Now set u = X(m,+,+ , ,..., m,) uo, and multiply (8.2) from the left by 
X(m, ,..., m,). Then (8.1) follows by using Lemma 8.3. Now let k E 22, and 
p = k/2. By assumption 
n=m,+,+ ... +mr+* & k, mod2. 
Theorem 6.6 implies that on L 
a P E-(i)X’PQ)=(-l)% X(P)(-[)E+(-<), P 
and by comparing the coeffkients of c” we get 
2X(P)(n) = (1 - ( - l)ko+n) X’P’(n) 
= - c E-(i) xqn - i) 
i<O 
+(-l)ko+n i;. xqn - i) E+(i), (8.3) 
where E’([)=CiezE’(i)[‘. For i>O we have E+(i)~%(s+), and by 
commuting this element to the right (relations (2.9)) we get 
E+(i) X(mr+p+ I ,..., m,) u. E 1 @X(v) 00, 
where Z(v)=s-r-p and [VI >mr+p+,+ ... +m,. Since for (p;n-i)= 
(n , ,..., n,) we have 
m ,+ 1 2nly...7 mr+pN ’ *P 
with at least one strict inequality, Lemmas 8.4 and 8.3 imply 
X(m ,,..., m,) XcP’(n-i) E+(i) X(mr+p+l ,..., m,) uOe Vcrj. 
For i < 0 we have E-(i) E %!b- ), and by commuting this element to the left 
(relations (2.9)) we get for u E L 
X(m, ,..., m,) E-(i) u E 1 CX(v) u +_s- %crju, 
where for v = (n, ,..., n,) 
m, > n, ,..., m, > n, 
with at least one strict inequality. Now Lemmas 8.4 and 8.3 imply 
X(m ,,..., m,) E-(i) XcP’(n - i) X(m,+,+ ,,..., m,) uoe Vcpj. 
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Hence (8.3) implies 
X(m, ,..., m,) J+‘(n) JWr+p+ I ,..., m,) u. E vcM), 
and (8.1) follows by applying Lemmas 8.4 and 8.3. 1 
Set 
t=min{k,,k,j. 
We shall say that a sequence p E 9 
P = (ml ,..., m,) 
satisfies the initial condition if at most t elements mj are equal to - 1, i.e., if 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Zf ,LL E 9’ does not satisfy the initial condition, then 
mc) uo E h,,. 
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove 
x(-l)‘+’ u()EL,,+,:P,P,,. (8.4) 
Assume that k, < k,, i.e., t = k,, and recall that 
j-6” uo=f~+~Uo=O. (8.5) 
Since 
1 (e@t”)[‘-l/2 c (h@t”)[“=(B([)-X(0)/2, 
n~2E+1 nt2E 
f. is the coefficient of [ ~ ’ of this Laurent series: 
vo = C$w(i) - WC))? 
and 
m ‘+I= ~oeff,(g(i,)-X(i,))...(B(i,+,)-X(i,+,)). (8.6) 
r; “. i,-+, 
By using the commutation relation (5.5), we see that the Laurent series on 
the right-hand side of (8.6) can be expressed as 
(-,)‘,I ~(i,)~~~~(i,+,) 
+ 1 &(i, 1..., it+ I) B(ii,)... B(ii,) WC,,)” ~(i,J 
S<I 
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where a = (i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., j,), and A, are Laurent series with coefficients in 
C. Hence (8.5) and (8.6) imply 
X(-l)f+lr+)E@&), 
and the result follows. In the case k, < k,, a similar argument is applied to 
Denote by %,, the set of all PLE 9 such that ~1 satisfies the difference 2 
condition and the initial condition. 
Denote by 8 the set of all p = (m 1 ,..., m,) in 9 such that mi are odd, and 
recall the notation 
~(p)=~(ml)~*-Wd, 
B((a) = 1. 
THEOREM 8.7. The set of vectors 
{W) -VP) u O;lEO,PEEA} 
is a spanning set of L = L(A). 
Proof: By the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt theorem the set of vectors 
{~mwL)~o;~~~~p~~~ 
is a spanning set of L. Now the result follows by induction on the well- 
order c of S, by using Propositions 8.5 and 8.6. 1 
In the Appendix we compare this spanning result with that in [LW4]. 
Since for I E 0 and p E %?,, 
W) ml uo E L,i., + lpl’ 
the formula (3.8) for the principally specialized character of L = L(A) 
together with the Rogers-Ramanujan identities and their generalizations 
due to Gordon, Andrews, and Bressoud (or Theorem 9.27) imply 
THEOREM 8.8. The set of vectors 
{B(IZ)X(~L)uo;~Eu,CLE~~} (8.7) 
is a basis of L = L(A). 
Remark 8.9. Theorem 8.8 is (essentially) the Lepowsky-Wilson inter- 
pretation of the combinatorial identities in terms of the representation 
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theory of g = s1(2, C)-: one could say that the difference 2 condition for 
partitions related to the “sum-side” of Rogers-Ramanujan identities is a 
consequence of the relations 
R,(n) 1 L = 0 (8.8) 
for PEP(~), n E Z, and that the initial condition for these partitions is a 
consequence of the relations 
fp++,+yo, f’;lf’.u()=O. (8.9) 
In the next section we shall prove that (cf. (9.24)) 
where a( -t - 1, A(x)) E C\ (0) (Proposition 9.25), so that the initial con- 
ditions are a consequence of the relations (8.8) as well (cf. (8.4)). Hence the 
relations (8.8) completely determine the structure of the standard g-module 
L, and in principle one could calculate explicitly the action of 2 on the 
basis (8.7). 
9. BASIS OF THE MAXIMAL SUBMODULE OF A VERMA MODULE 
Let k,, k, be nonnegative integers, and set k = k, + k, , 
A =k,A,+k,A,. 
For p, n E Z write 
R,(n) = R;(n), R,(i) = R;(i). 
Let V be a highest weight g-module with highest weight 
A’=f,/lo+l,A,, 
where I,,, I, E @, 1, + I, = k. Denote by u0 a highest weight vector in V. 
Obviously we have 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Forp,qEZ,p+q=k, 
R,(i)= -(-l)k”E~(-I)R~(--I)E+(-I), 
or equivalently, 
E-(i)&,(i)= -(-U”“R,(-W+(-I). 
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PROPOSITION 9.2. Let p E Z, and p + q = k. Then on V 
CWih R,b!)I =2(q+ ww-ilX)~,~,(X) 
-46(-IIX){B-(X)R,-,(X)+R,~,(X)B+(X)} 
-2~(-ilXP$,-1(X). 
Proof. By using Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 5.13 we see that 
C-v5), E-(-X) Jw-xl E+(-X)I 
l-i/x 2 = 1 ( > E-(-X)X(I)X’“‘(-X)E+(-X) 
1 -xii -- 
( > 
= 
1 + x/5 E-(-X)X’Y’(-X)X(S)E+(-X) 
=2-2’4-‘)DB( -i/x) E-( -1) X’“f’)( -x) E+( -x) 
-- 
q:12- 
2’4~‘)s(-~/x)E~(-x)Dxx(4+‘)(-x)E+(-x) 
=2~='4-1)06(-i/X)E~(-X)X(4+"(-X)E+(-X) 
-- 
,L2- 
=(4--1)8(-(/x) D&-( -x) P+"( -x)Ef( -x)} 
-- 
q:12- 
=‘“-“6(-i/X)2{B~(X)E~(-X)X’4+‘)(-X)E+(-X) 
+E-(-X)X'4+') (-xl E+(-X) B+(X)J. 
Since on V we have c = k, the result for p, q 20 follows by applying 
Proposition 5.10. The other cases are treated similarly. 1 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let p E H. Then on I/ 
1 +ilx 
( > 
2 1 X(i) R,(X) - ( > $$ 2 R,(X) X(i) 
= 2(p + 1) NC/x) f$+ I(X) -2&1/x) D,R,+ I(X). 
Proof: By using Proposition 9.1 and Lemma 6.3 we see that the left- 
hand side equals 
-(-~)““E-(-x)CWI), R,(-XII E+(-~1. 
Now the result follows from Propositions 9.2 and 9.1. m 
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The following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.14 
and Lemma 6.1: 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Let p E Z. Then on V 
C&I), &AX)1 = 2PRJX) c (i/x)“. 
nE2h+ I 
Remark 9.5. Consider an element YE 4 of the form 
X(m,)...X(m,) R,(n)X(m,+,)...X(rn,). (9.1) 
Then relation (5.5) (i.e., commutation relations (2.9)) and Proposition 9.4 
imply that the commutator [B(m), Y] on V can be expressed as a sum of 
elements of the same form (9.1). In particular, the number of X’s and the 
number of R,‘s will remain the same. 
In what follows we shall use (together with Remark 9.5) the following 
consequences of Propositions 9.1-9.3: First we state Proposition 9.3 by 
components of the corresponding Laurent series. 
LEMMA 9.6. Let p, n, m E Z. Then on V 
[X(m), R,(n)] + c 4iX(m - i) R,(n + i) 
i> 1 
- c 4iR,(n - i) X(m + i) = 2(pm -n) R,, ,(m + n). 
id I 
LEMMA 9.7. Let p. n, m E Z, n # pm. Then there exist a,, bi E @, i 3 1, and 
c, d E @ such that on any highest weight module of level k 
Jf(m) R,(n) = CCWm), R,(n)1 + dCX(m + 11, R,(n - 1 )I 
+ c (a,X(m - i) R,(n + i) + b,R,,(n - i) X(m + i)). 
i2 1 
Proof: It follows from Lemma 9.6 that 
[X(m + l), R,(n - l)] + 2 4iX(m + 1 -i) R,(n - 1 + i) 
Id1 
- ~4iR,(n-1-i)X(m+1+i)=2(p(m+1)-n+1)R,+,(m+n). 
ibl 
(9.2) 
If p(m + 1) - n + 1 = 0, the statement follows. If p(m + 1) - n + 1 # 0, then 
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we can eliminate the right-hand side of (9.2) by using the relation in 
Lemma 9.6. 1 
LEMMA 9.8. Assume that kE 22, p = k/2, n, m E Z. Then there exist 
a,( -i)E%b-), b,(j)~@(s+), i, j30, s= 1, 2, 3, dega,( -i)= -i, 
deg b,(j) = j, such that on any highest weight module of level k 
(l+( -l)n+ko )(Pm-n)R,+,(m+n) 
= 2 iF, i(X(m - i) R,(n + i) - R,(n - i) X(m + i)) 
+ i c a,( -i) R,+,(n+m+i-j)b,(j). 
s=l i,j>o 
i+ipo 
Proof Since p = q, Propositions 9.2 and 9.1 imply 
[X(m), R,(n)] =2( -l)“+‘O+‘(pm-n) R,,+,(m+n) 
+ 1 c a,(-i)R,+,(n+m+i-j)b,(j) 
.s=l i,j>O 
i+j>o 
where a,( -i) E @& ), b,(j) E @(s+ ), deg a,( -i) = -i, deg b,(j) = j. Now 
we can eliminate [X(m), R,(n)] by using the relation in Lemma 9.6. 1 
Recall the notation from Section 8. In particular 
P(k) = (k/2, [k/2] + I} n Z. 
LEMMA 9.9. Let p E P(k), v E V and n E Z. In the case when p = k/2 
assume that n f k. mod 2. Then there exists a > 0 such that 
R,(n) v E aX(p; n) v + 1 @X(u) v 
P 
summedoverp=(m ,,..., m,),m,<...<m,, IuI=n,u#(p;n). 
Proof. If p > k/2, then clearly 
R,,(n) u E a,J?)(n) v + aCp- ,)v, 
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and the result follows from Lemma 8.4. When p = k/2 = q, then clearly 
R,(n)=a,(l+( -l)ko+‘7+‘)X(qn) 
+a,( -l)n+h+’ c E- ( -i) XcP’(n + i-j) E+(j), 
i, iao 
if j>O 
and the result again follows from Lemma 8.4. 1 
Set 
V”=span(aR,(n) bv,; a, bE@, PEP(k), nEZ] 
Then clearly 
LEMMA 9.10. V” is a g-submodule of’ V. 
LEMMA 9.11. The submodule V” qf V is the linear spun of the eletnents 
B(i) X(m ,,..., m,) R,(n) X(tn,+, ,..., m,) [lo, (9.3) 
m, < ... <m,d[n/p]<tn,+,< ... dtn,<O. (9.4) 
Proof: Denote by W, the linear span of the elements of the form (9.3) 
such that (9.4) holds and such that s +p < t. Clearly it is enough to prove 
that 
v= (J w,. (9.5) 
f > rnl” P(k) 
Denote by V; the linear span of the elements aR,(n) bu,,, where a~ +2,r,, 
b E +YI,,, p E P(k), n E Z and r + s +p d t. Clearly 
and 
w,c v; 
We shall prove by induction on t that 
w,= v; (9.6) 
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By using Proposition 9.4 (see Remark 9.5) we see that (9.6) holds for 
t = min P(k). Assume that (9.6) holds for some t 2 min P(k), and consider 
an element 
u = aR,(n) bu, E v:, , ) (9.7) 
where 
a = a’X( i, ,..., i,) a”, 
b = b’X(j, ,..., j,) b”, 
a’, b’ E && ), a”, b” E @(s+ ), r + s +p = t + 1. Using Proposition 9.4, we 
may assume that a” = b’ = b” = 1. Because of (2.11) we may assume that 
’ 11 < ... <i,, j, < ... < j,,<O. 
Now assume first that p > k/2. If we have the case that i, > [n/p], by using 
Propositions 9.2 and 9.1 we get 
0 = a’X( i, ,..., L 1 1 Wi,) R,(n) W, ,..., j,) u. 
E a’X(i, ,*.., i,-,)R,(n)X(i,)X(j,,..., jx)uo+ V:‘. 
Similarly we treat the case when [n/p] > jr. Hence in finite number of 
steps (by using (2.11) if necessary), we see that for p > k/2 the vector u lies 
in W,,,. 
Now assume that p = k/2. If we have the case that i, > [n/p], by using 
Propositions 9.2 and 9.1 and the previous case, we get 
u e a’X( i, ,..., L ,I R,(n) WC) WI ,..., j,) u. 
+c @(,- I)&+ 1(m) %(s)UO 
m 
c a’X( i, ,..., i,- ,I R,(n) Wi,, j, ,..., j,) u. + W, + ,. 
Similarly we treat the case [n/p] > j,. Hence in finite number of steps (by 
using (2.11) if necessary), we see that for p = k/2 the vector u lies in W, + 1. 
Therefore I’:‘+, . Therefore V:+ I c W,, 1, and the result follows. 1 
Recall that (p; n) is the sequence 
such that 
(Pi n) = (ml ,**‘, q) 
n=m, + ‘** +m,, 
m, < .” <m,, 
O<m,-m,<l 
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We shall denote by 
[Pi nl = L-m, ..., m,] 
the same sequence of numbers which are “coloured differently,” and we 
shall consider sequences of the form 
p= (i I,“‘, jr, cp; nl, I-, ,...? j,) 
= (i,,..., i,, [nzl ,..., m,], j, ,... ,j,,), (9.8) 
elements of which are either numbers i,, j,, or sequences (usually only one) 
[p; n]. For example, we may visualise the sequence 
p= (-6, [3; -lo], -2, -1) 
= ( -6, [ -4, -3, -31, -2, -1) 
as the sequence 
(-k-4,-3,-3, -2, -I), 
where the numbers -6, -2, and -1 are “white,” and the numbers 3 and 
-3 are “black,” with the corresponding “Young diagram” 
FIGURE 1 
For a sequence p as in (9.8) set 
IpI = i, + ... +i,+n+j, + ... +j,, 
I(p)=r+p+s, 
and 
WC0 =mi, >“., i,) R,(n) a-, ,‘..> j,). 
Denote by B the set of all sequences p, 
p = (i, )...) jr, cp; nl, j, ,..., j,), 
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where r, s >, 0, p E P(k), 
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for [p; n] = [m, ,..., mp]. Clearly Lemma 9.11 implies 
T/“=span{B(~)X(~)u,;ilEO,CLE~}. 
Recall that we have denoted by 9 the set of all sequences of integers 
P= (ml,..., 4, 
where s > 0 
ml 6 . . . d m, < 0. 
With each p E B we associate a sequence f(p) E $I in the following way: first 
write to the right-hand side of Jo max P(k) = a zeros 
p- (m, ,..., m,, 0 ,..., 0)= (ml ,..., msfu). 
This sequence does not satisfy the difference 2 condition. The find the 
smallest index jE { l,..., s + u} such that for some P E P(k) the sequence 
mj, mj+l,..., mj+*-l 
does not satisfy the difference 2 condition. If for this j there are two such 
elements in P(k), denote by p the smaller one. Then set 
f(P)= (ml,..., m,j- 1, Cmj,-, mj+p- 11, mj+p,-., 61, 
where all zeros to the right of mj + i. _ 1 are erased. For example, if k = 4 and 
k, = 0, then 
f( -6, -4, -3, -3, -2, -l)= (-6, [ -4, -31, -3, -2, -1). 
Obviously the map 
f: P-b.93 
is an injection. Set 
i?fTO=f(P) 
and 
V’=span{B(A)X(~)uo;I~O,~~Eo}. 
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Clearly v’c Y”. We shall prove that v’ = V” by induction, using the 
following order on B. 
Let ~1, VES?, 
p=(m,,...,m,, Cm,+,,...,m,+,l,m,+,.,,...,m,). 
v = (n, ,... , 4, Cn,, ,,..., 4+p,l, nt+p,+ ,,..., 4). 
We shall write 
if p # v and one of the following statements are true 
(i) 4~) > 4~1, 
(ii) 4~) = 4v), IA < I4 
(iii) I(p)=/(v), /PI = Iv1 and 
m, = n, ,..., mi , = nip,, m, > nj 
for some 1 d i < 1(p ), 
(iv) @L)=/(v), 1~) = Iv/, mi=n, for i= l,..., I(v) and r> t 
(v) /(p)=l(v), 1~1 =/VI, mi=ni for i= l,..., I(v), r= t and either 
(1) ifp>p’, then n,+,+ ... +n,+,. & k, mod2 
(2) ifpcp’, then m,,, + ... +m,+,-k, mod2. 
Obviously we have 
LEMMA 9.12. The relation < is a (recerse) well-order on 39. For 
p = min P(k) the element [p; 0] is the largest element in ~8. 
For PEg set 
V~,,=span{B(;I)X(v)v,;iE~, VEB, v>p}, 
Obviously 
V CfIl = vr,,l for p < I’ 
and 
VCp:O] = (01. 
Note that the family VCrrl, p E a’, is filtration of V”: 
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LEMMA 9.13. Let v be a sequence of the form 
v= (n,,..., n,, Cn,+l,..., n,+,cl, n,+ps+ Ir..., 4h 
where p’ E P(k) (v is not necessarily in &I), and let p E CJ, 
P= Cm,,..., m,, Cm,+l,..., mrfpl, nbp+ Ir..., m,). 
Let one of the following conditions hold: 
0) 4~) > 4~) 
(ii) 4~) = W IPI < IvL 
(iii) l(p) = l(v), IpI = Iv\, and 
m,=nl ,..., rnip, =nipI, mi>ni 
for some 1 d i G I(p). 
Then 
X(v) uo E V[p,. (9.9) 
Proof. Clearly assumptions (i) or (ii), together with (9.6) (the proof of 
Lemma 9.11) imply (9.9). So assume that (iii) holds. 
Step 1. Let p’ > k/2. Then using commutation relations (2.11) 
Propositions 9.2 and 9.1 and (9.6) we see that 
X(v) 00 E CX(v’) 00 + V[p,, (9.10) 
where v’ E 5B is obtained by rearranging the sequence v in increasing order. 
Since p is an increasing sequence, we see that condition (iii) implies 
m,=n; ,..., rn,-,=n>-,, rn,>n: for some 1 <j<i, (9.11) 
where v’ = (n; ,...). Hence v’ > p and (9.9) follows. 
Step 2. Let p’=k/2. If n,>n,+, for some l~(l,..., t-l, t+p’+l,..., 
u- l}, then using (2.11) we see that (9.10) holds for v’ obtained from v by 
permuting n, and n,, , . Now (iii) implies (9.11). 
Ifn,>n,+l, Propositions 9.2 and 9.1 imply 
X(v) UOE CX(v’) Ilo 
+ i 1 @X(n, ,..., n,-l)aj(-il) ~,~+l(1)bj(i2) 
j=l il,i2>0 
x wn, fp’ + 1 Ye.., n,) uoy (9.12) 
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where 
f=(n,,...,n,-,, Cn,+,,...,n,+,.l,n,,n,+,.+, ,..., n,), (9.13) 
-i,+I+iz=n,+ ... +n,+,,, (9.14) 
and a,( -il)E4Y&), b,(il)~4Yb+), degu,( -i,)= -i,, deg b,(i2)= i,. Now 
commute the elements aj( -iI) to the left, and the elements b,(i*) to the 
right (in expression (9.12)). Set 
[p’+ 1; I]= [II,..., I,,,,]. 
For i, =0 relation (9.14) implies I, <n,, and assumption (iii), by Step 1, 
implies 
Wn,,..., tire,, rl, ,... , 1,~+,1, n:+pz+l ,..., 4) USE Vcp,. 
For i, > 0 Step 1 implies that 
X(n, ,..., n,-,)ai(-il)R,,+l(I)bi(iz)X(n,+,.+,,...,n,)~o 
belongs to Vcp, because commuting a,( -i,) to the left gives either vectors 
of the form 
X(n’, ,..., n~p,)R,c+,(l)...uo, n;<n, ,... ,n:_,dn,pl 
with at least one strict inequality (and hence condition (iii) holds), or vec- 
tors of the form 
(and hence condition (ii) holds). Therefore (9.12) implies that (9.10) holds 
for r’ as in (9.13). 
Finally, if n,+,,>n,+,,+,, we see that (9.10) holds for 
~‘=(n,,...,n,,n,+,,+,, Cn,,,,..., n,+,~l,n,+,~+2,..., n,). 
Since in either of these three cases v’ satisfies the condition 
m, = n; ,..., mip I = nip,, m, > n;. for some 1 ,<j<i, 
in finite number of steps we get 
X(v) uo E CX(v’) + VCF,, 
where v’ E LCB and v’ > p, and the result follows. 1 
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LEMMA 9.14. Let k E 22, p = k/2 and 
P=(m 1 3.-a, m,, Cm,, ,,-., mr+J, mr+p+ ,,..., m,) E iif 
Zf(m r + I ,...Y mr + ,,) satisfies the difference 2 condition, then 
X(P) 00 E vcp,. 
Proof: By assumption n = m,, , + . . . + mrtp = k, mod 2. Proposi- 
tion 9.1 implies 
(l+(-l)ko+n)R,(n)= -C E-(-i)R,(n+i) 
i>O 
- ( -l)b+f~ 1 R&n-i) E+(i). (9.15) 
i>O 
Now we replace a factor R,(n) in X(p) u. by the right-hand side of (9.15), 
and we commute Ep ( -i) to the left and E+(i) to the right. Then the result 
follows by applying Lemma 9.13. 1 
LEMMA 9.15. Let 
p=(m , ,..., mrr Cm r + , ,..., mr+pl,m,+p+I,...,m.,)E~. 
If (ml ,..., m,) does not satisfy the difference 2 condition, then 
X(P) 00 E VEp,. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.14 we may assume that 
m r+l + ... +mr+p f k, mod 2 
in case p = k/2. Let p’ E P(k) and 0 < t < r-p’ be such that 
m r+l> -2+m,+,,, 
and if p’ = k/2, then also 
n=m,+l + ... +m,+pc S k, mod 2. 
Since 
(m , + 1 T..., m ,+,,) = (P’; n), 
by Lemmas 9.9 and 9.13 
X(p) uo=X(m,,..., m,) X(P’; n) Nmr+PP+ 1,..., m,) o. 
c CX(m, ,..., w) &An) JW+p,+ l7...r m,) u. + VC~,. 
607/64/3-4 
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Now, by using Lemma 9.9, we replace the factor R,,(m,+ , + ... + m,,,) in 
X(m f+p,+, ,..., ~n,~), and Lemma 9.13 implies the result because 
(m ,,..., m,, Cm,, Ir..., ml+,,], mr+ps+ ,,..., m,y) 
> (ml,..., m,, Cm,, ,,..., mrtpl, ~b+~+ I,..., m,). I 
LEMMA 9.16. Let k E 277, p = k/2 and 
P=(~~I,...~ 4, Cm,+,,...,m,+,+,], m,+p+z ,..., m,)~.~. 
!f (?n r+I ,.-, mr+p ) does not satisfy> the difference 2 condition, then 
X(P) UOE Vl,L,. 
Proof: Set l=m,+, + ... +m,+,+,, and let O<i<p be such that 
m r+, = ... =mrtr =t-1, m,+,+,= ... =m,+,+,=t. 
By using Lemma 9.8 (for m = t- 1, n = 1-m) we may replace a factor 
R,, 1(4 in 8~) u. and, by using Lemma 9.13, we get 
X(p) u. E CWm, ,..., m,, Cm,+, ,..., 4+,1, w,,. , ,..., tn.,) + vc,,,. 
This clearly implies the result. 1 
LEMMA 9.17. Let k E 22, p = k/2 and 
P= (m,,..., m,, Cm,,,,..., ~b+,l, n~,+~+, ,... , ~1~9. 
rf Cm,,..., m, fp ) does not satisfy the difference 2 condition, then 
X(P) Do E V[Q,. 
Proof: Set I=m,+ “. $mr+p, and let -1 ,<i<p- 1 be such that 
m,= ‘.. =m,+i=t- 1 m r+l+l= .” = m rip = t. 
If mr= ... =mrfp= t, then Lemmas 9.6 and 9.13 imply 
X(P) u. E X(m, ,..., m,-.. , , Cm,,..., m,+p- ,I, mrtp~...~ ~1 u. + vIbil 
and the result follows. 
If mr= t- 1 and mrtp = t, then by using Lemma 9.8 (for m = t, 
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n=l-m) we may replace a factor X(m,) Rp(m,+r + ... +m,+,) in X(p) u0 
and, by using Lemma 9.13, we get 
JG) ~o~Wml,..., m,-,, Cm,,..., m,+J, mr+p+lr..., m,) uo+ vcpI, 
and the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 9.18. Let p = [k/2] + 1 and 
~=h,...,m,, Cm,.,,...,m,+,l,m,,,.,, . . . . m,)e@. 
Zf the sequence (m, ,..., m, +* _ , ) does not satisfy the difference 2 condition, 
then 
Proof Let n=m,+,+ ... +mr+p. First we consider the case when 
m,=t- 1 and 
m,,, = ‘.. =m r+i=f-l, m,+i+,= ..’ =mr+p=t 
forsomeO~i~p.Ifm,+,=~~~=m,+,=t-l,thenweapplyLemmas9.6 
and 9.13 and we get 
W) uoc Wm,,..., m,- ,, Cm,,..., mr+p--llT mr+pv...T m,) uo+ VLrl. (9.16) 
Hence 
If m,+, = t, then by using Lemma 9.7 we may replace a factor X(m,) R,(n) 
in A’(p) u. and, by Lemma 9.13, we get (9.16), and hence A’(p) U,E VCr,. 
Because of Lemma 9.15 we may assume that the sequence (m, ,..., m,) 
satisfies the difference 2 condition. Then, because of Lemma 9.16 and the 
first part of the proof, it is enough to consider the case when 1~ i <p and 
m,_,+,,<t-4,...,m,_,,i,<t-2,m,_,,i.,= **. =m,=t-2, 
m ?+,= ... =m r+i=f-lrm,+i+,= ... =m,,,=t. 
Note that (m,-p+i+l ,..., m,+i ) does not satisfy difference 2 condition, 
and (because of the assumption that Lemma 9.16 cannot be applied) 
that (mr--p+i+2,..., m,+i) satisfies difference 2 condition. Now let 
0 E {r-p + l,..., r-p+i} be such that 
m,,<t-3, m,+,=t-2. 
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By using Lemma 9.7 consecutively (r-u) times (for X(m 
X(m) = X(m,+ ,)), together with Lemma 9.13, we get 
X(P) 00 = am, ,..., m,)X(t-2)...X(t-2)R,(n)X(m,+,+, 
E 1 CX(m, )..., m,)RJn-(r-u-j) 
xm,,...,j,-, ',... )vo+ ff[&,], 
where r--l<j,< ... <jr_,.<..., andj>Oaresuch that 
n-(r-v)-jamI.+, + ... +m,.+,. 
Note that 
) = X(m,L..., 
(9.17) 
(9.18) 
n-(r-tl)<H--((p-i)=p(t-1)). 
and hence for [p; n - (r - v) -j] = [l, ,..., l,,] we have 
I,= t- 1. 
In the case when k~22+1 (P(k)= (pi) (9.18) together with the 
assumption that (nz, ,..., m,) satisfies the difference 2 condition implies that 
the sequence 
1’ = (ml )...) m,, [I, ,... , ipI, j,. . . . . j,. (.,...) (9.19) 
is in go, and the result follows from (9.17). Only in the case when k E 2Z 
and 1, + ... + I,-, 1: k, mod 2 is the sequence (9.19) not in .#O. Then we 
may replace R,,(l) by using Lemma 9.8 and we get, with 1= I, + ... + l,, 
X(m, ,..., m,., [p; II, j, ,...‘.i,-,.,...I 4) 
e C @X(m , ,..., in,., [p- 1; 1-1,-j],..., U0 
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+ 1 @X(m, ,..., m,., [p; l-j’]?...) u. + V[,,,, (9.20) 
j > 0 
where the sums are over such j > 0, j’ > 0 that 
l-l,-jam,+,+ ... +m,.+,p,, 
I-j’>m,.+,+ ... +rnrwp. 
First notice that if I - 1, - j f k, mod 2 we have 
Cm 1 ,..., m,., [p-l;f-I,--] ,... )EZI’. 
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If I- 1, - j E k, mod 2 for some j > 0, then (as in the proof of Lemma 9.14). 
X(m, ,..., 4, [p- 1; /-1,-j],...) ug 
E 1 CX(m, ,..., m,, [p-1;1-I,-j-i’],...)u,+ VCr,. 
I’>0 
Thus we see that, by iterating the procedure given by (9.20), we get in finite 
number of steps 
WV) 00 E V[g, + v’, 
and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 9.19. Let k E 22, p = k/2 and 
p = (ml ,..., m,, Cm,, , ,..., mr+J, mr+p+ , ,..., m,) E 9% 
If the sequence (m ,,..., mr+pp, ) does not satisfy the difference 2 condition, 
then 
Proof First we consider the case when m, = t - 1 and 
m t-+1= ... = m r+i=t-l, m,+i+,= ‘.. =mr+p=t 
for some O<i<p. If mr= ..’ =mr+p= t - 1, then Lemmas 9.6 and 9.13 
imply X(P) v. E VC~I. If w+p = t, then Lemmas 9.8 and 9.13 imply 
X(P) 00 E VCp,. 
Because of Lemma 9.15 we may assume that the sequence (m, ,..., m,) 
satisfies the difference 2 condition. Then, because of the first part of the 
proof and Lemma 9.14 it is enough to consider the case when 1 d i <p, 
m r~p~t-4,m,_,.,~t-2,m,_,.i.,=“’ =m,=t-2, 
m,, , = ... =m,,i- -t-lrm,,i,,= ... =mr+p=t, 
and 
n=m,+,+ ..’ +mrfp & k,mod2. 
Notice that (m,-,+i+,,..., m,+i ) does not satisfy the difference 2 condition. 
Let v E (r-p,..., r-p+i} be such that 
m,<t-3, m,,,=t-2. 
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It follows from Lemma 9.8 that 
X(m) R,(n) E C CX(m - i) R,(n + i) 
i2 1 
+ C @R,(n - i) X(m + i) 
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+ 2 C aj( -il) Rp+ I(m + n + i, - i2) hj(iz), 
, = 0 il, ‘2 2 0 
where aj( -iI)e@(~p), bj(i,)E%(s+), deg ai( -il) = -i,, deg hj(i2) = iz. 
By using this relation (and Lemma 9.7) (Y--U) times (for 
X(m) = X(m,),..., X(m) = X(m,+ i)), together with Lemma 9.13, we get 
0) uo = Jf(m, , . . . . m,)X(t-2)...X(t-2) R,(n) X(m,+,+ ,,..., m,,) u. 
E @X(m, ,..., m,.) R,(n - 2(r - u)) X(t ,..., t, m,,,, , ,..., m,) u. 
+ c @X(m,,...,m,) R ,+,(n-(r-u)+t-1-j) 
/>O 
x X(j2 ,..., jr-,.,...) “of V[,,,’ (9.21) 
where t - 1 f j’,..., j,- ,,. First consider the vector X(v) ao, where 
v = (m, ,..., m,., [p; n-2(r-II)], t ,... ). 
If u < r-p + i, then v > p because the (r + 1 )th component of v is strictly 
smaller than m,, , = t-l. If u=r--p+i, then 
v=(m,,...,m,., Cm,.+,,...,m,.+,l, m,.,,, ,,..., m,,), 
and hence v > p. SO in any case X(V) v. E Vcii3. Now we consider the vec- 
tors of the form X(v) uo, where 
v = (m, ,..., m,,[p+l;n-(r-v)+t-1 -j], j, ,..., j,+,. ,... ), 
and j > 0. Note that 
n-(r-o)+t-lfn-(p-i)+t-l=p(t-l)+t-1, 
and hence for [P+l;n-(r-v)+t-l-j]=[f,,...,/,,+,] we have 
I,< ..‘dl,+,dt-1. 
Clearly it is enough to consider only j 2 0 such that 
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(because otherwise v > p). From the assumption that (m,,..., m,) satisfies 
the difference 2 condition it is easy to see that every sequence 
(ml,..., m,, Cn,, ,,..., no+p,l, h+p.+ ,,..., 41, 
such that p’~P(k), n,+,.dt- 1 <n,+,.+, < ... <n,<O, and m,<n, 
for u + 1 Q b < u + (k/2), belongs to go, unless p’= (k/2) + 1 and 
n u+l + ... +n,+(kj2) & k. mod 2. Using this we can now proceed as in the 
last part of the proof of Lemma 9.18 (the case when k E 22), and the result 
follows from (9.21). 1 
PROPOSITION 9.20. We have V’ = V”. 
Proof: Clearly v’c V”, so we should prove V” c V’. Since 
it is enough to prove Vcp, c V’ for all p E &I. Now Vcp:o, = {0}, for 
p = min P(k), X(0) u. E Cu,, Lemmas 9.17-9.19 and 9.14, and induction on 
~~58 imply the result. 1 
Note that the proof of Proposition 9.20 is considerably shorter in the 
case of odd k. 
LEMMA 9.21. If V is Verma module (i.e., V = M(A’)), then V’ # (0). 
Proof: Let p = max P(k). Then Lemma 9.9 implies 
and hence RP( -p) v. # 0. 1 
Let p E P(k) and 0 <s <p. Then there exists u( -s) E %(g) such that for 
any highest weight g-module of level k with a highest weight vector u. 
RP( -s) v. = u( -s) uo. (9.22) 
Set x = X(0) = (h, - h,)/2, and let bp( --s; x) be a polynomial in x (with 
complex coeffkients) such that 
u( -s) = X( - 1)” bp( --s; x) + 1 B(A) X(p) B( -v), (9.23) 
where I, v E 0, p = (m ,,..., m,), m, < ..’ 6 m,, r dp, and B(A) X(p) B( -v) 
is not of the form X( -1)” P(x) for any polynomial P. Note that on V 
RP( -s) v. E b,( --s; A’(x)) X( -1)” v. + Vcsl pSj. (9.24) 
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If I’ is Verma module, than X( - 1)” u0 $ V,,: ->), and the value 
bp( --s; A’(x)) is completely determined by the highest weight ,4’. In par- 
ticular, the polynomial bp( --s; .) does not depend on u( --s), 
provided (9.22) holds. 
It is obvious from the construction that 
LEMMA 9.22. deg b,,( --s;. ) <p - s. 
Recall that we have fixed k,,k, and k=k,+k,. If kE2Z+ 1, set 
a( -s; x) = bCk,z, + ,( -s; xl, 
and if k E 22, set 
a( -s; x) = b,/,( --s; ~1 if --s & k, mod 2, 
b k,Z+ I( --s: x) if -s=k, mod 2. 
LEMMA 9.23. The polynomials 
~(0; .), a( -1; .) ,..., a( - [k/2], . ) 
are nonzero. 
Proof: Choose A’ such that V= M(A’) is an irreducible Verma module 
[KK, Proposition 3.11. Then Lemmas 9.10, 9.21 and Proposition 9.20 
imply that V= v’. Now the character formula (3.3) implies that the set 
is a basis of I’, and in particular a linearly independent set. Hence (for 
proper P) 
a(O;/i’(x))u,=R,(O)v,=X(f(0))v,#0. 
Now let us first prove that for 0 es < [k/2] the assumption 
a(0; A’(x)) zo,..., a( -s; A’(x)) # 0 (9.26) 
implies 
v,, + 1; ---.Y  I , = u., > (9.27) 
where U,Y is a linear span of vectors 
B(A) Nm,,..., mrr Cp; -4) uo, 
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for 1~0, r>O, OdiGs, (m, ,..., r, [p; -i])~g’. For s=O (9.27) holds 
because (for proper p) 
V(,; -I)= S&) uo= S(s_) a(0; A’(x)) 00 
=,?&)R,(O)o,c U,. 
Now assume that (9.27) holds for s - 1: 
v,,s: -s) = u., ~ I . (9.28) 
Let u=B(~)X(v)u,, AECO, v>(s+l; -s- 1). Then I(v)<s< [k/2]. This 
implies that r = Z(v) < min P(k), and hence for v, 
v = (n, ,...? n,), n,<. .. dn,<O 
we have (for proper p) 
f(v)= (n,,..., n,-,, [IP; -iI), 
where iQs and n,-,d -2. If i < s - 1, then by definition 
B(1) X(f(v)) u06 US- 1, and by (9.24) 
RP( -i) uo--a( -i; A’(x)) X( -1)’ uo6 V,;: +. 
and 
B(J) W(v)) u. - 4 --ii A’(x)) B(2.j X(v) u. E v,.,; -.,, c U., - I 3 
and a(-i;A’(x))#O implies UEU,,-~, If i=s, then v=(s;--s) and 
f(v)= [p; -s] (for proper p). By definition B(i) X(f(v)) USE IJ,, and by 
(9.24) 
RP( -s) u. - a( --s; A’(x)) X( - 1)” u. E V,,; pSj c U,s- 1. 
Then 
B(A) Kf(v)) uo-4 --s; A’(x)) B(A) X(v) UOE v(s;--s)c us- *, 
and a( --s; /l’(x)) # 0 implies u E U,. Therefore (9.27) holds. 
Now we can prove the lemma: Assume that we have proved that 
a(0; A’(x)) zo,..., a( - (s - 1); /l’(x)) # 0 
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for some 1 <s < [k/2]. Then by (9.24) and (9.28) we have (for proper p) 
X(f(s; -s)) ?I0 = R,( -s) ug E ap( -s; A’(x)) X( - 1)” ug 
+V,,;~,,,~a,(-s;/1’(.u))X(-l)“u,+U,~,. 
Since the set (9.25) is linearly independent, we have aP( --s; A’(x)) # 0. 
Hence the result follows by induction. 1 
LEMMA 9.24. Let A’ = A mod 2 and V = M( A’). Then for p E P(k) and 
s=mm(l,, II)- 
R,(O) u. = O,..., RP( -s) u0 = 0. 
ProoJ Since by Theorem 6.6, R,(n) 1 L(A’) = 0 for n E Z, we have that 
v’ is a g-submodule of the maximal g-submodule W(A’) of V. Now (3.6) 
implies that the homogeneous components of degree --s <<id 0 are zero, 
and the result follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 9.25. Let A’ = A mod 2 and s = min {l,, I, 1. Then 
a( --s - 1; A’(.u)) #O ,..., a( - [k/2]; A’(x)) # 0. (9.29) 
Pro& By Lemma 9.23 the above polynomials are nontrivial, and by 
varying the highest weights of the Verma modules in Lemma 9.24 we can 
find some zeros of the polynomials in (9.29). Then Lemma 9.22 implies that 
these are all the zeros, and the result follows. 1 
For example, if k=6, k,=O, and A’=l,A,+(6--/,)A,, then for 
/I = A’(x) we have 
TABLE I 
1 0 0 2 4 6 degree 
do: B) 0 0 0 0 4 
0(-l;/?) * 0 0 * 2 
a( -2; p, * 0 0 * 2 
a(-3;/3) * * * * 0 
For small values of k (say, k = 2 or 3) one can calculate the values 
a( --s; A’(x)) explicitly, but for higher levels this seems to be quite com- 
plicated. 
Let us denote by @, the set of all p E 2’ such that 
P = Cm, ..., m,, Cp; nl, m,, I ,..., m,), 
n< -1 -min{k,, k,}. 
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Hence 9: is the image under f: 9 + W” of all partitions p E 9 such that 
either ~1 does not satisfy the difference 2 condition or such that p has at 
least 1 +min{k,, k,} parts equal to -1. 
THEOREM 9.26. The set qf vectors 
(B(i)X(CL)vo;~E8,~LE~} 
is a basis of the maximal proper &wbmodule W(A) of M(A). 
ProojI Set V= M(A). Then Lemma 9.24 implies that the set of vectors 
{wMPL)vo;~~~, PEqg (9.30) 
spans v’. 
Now. note that the set 
is a basis of Verma module V. In particular, this set is linearly independent. 
Now let p E 9 be such that f(p) E c@!, . Let 
If n < -p, then Lemmas 9.9 and 8.3 imply 
Wf(P)) v. E ax(P) v. + vtp, (9.32) 
for some a>O. If -p<n < -1 -min(k,, k,}, then (9.23) and Lemma 8.3 
imply 
X(f(P)) v0Eah 4x)) X(P) oo+ v,,,, 
and by Proposition 9.25 a(n; A(x)) # 0. Hence for every p E 9 such that 
f(p) E 9: relation (9.32) holds with a # 0. Since the set (9.31) is linearly 
independent, relation (9.32) together with the well-order < on .!? gives that 
the set (9.30) is linearly independent, and hence is a basis of v’. 
Clearly Theorem 6.6 implies that V’ c W(A), and to prove the theorem it 
is enough to show that 
I/‘= W(A). (9.33) 
Lemma 9.10 and Proposition 9.20 imply that v’ is a g-submodule of 
M( A ). Since 
W(fl)=%(_n-)f$” 0,+%!(_n-) f:I+’ vg, (9.34) 
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it is enough to show that 
fp+’ vg, f:'+' VgE v'. (9.35) 
We shall prove (9.35) by showing the equality of dimensions of graded 
subspaces 
dim Vi = dim W( n ),Y for s3 -1 -max {k,, k,]. (9.36) 
Note that (9.36) holds for -min{k,, k, } ds<O because both sides are 0. 
Let us assume that k0 > k,. Then 
dim W(A),, = dim( 4Y(_n ) .j”tl+ ’ v,),, for s 3 -k,, (9.37) 
dim kV(,4_,,_, = 1 +dim(&& )j”f~+’ LJ~))+,. (9.38) 
Also note that for s > -k, - 1 the dimension of (@(II ~ ) ,ffl+ ’ z:“), is equal 
to the coefficient of yP’ of the formal power series 
fYq”l+ ,,F, (1 -s”F l. 
Let us first consider the case k, > k, . Set n = k, -k, and let 0 d rn d n. To 
each partition 
p = (m, ,..., m,) E P, IPI = -m, 
we associate a sequence ji by writing on the right-hand side of p k, + 1 
times - 1, 
ji = (m, ,...) m,, - l)..., - 1 ). 
Now consider the sets 
A,,= {f(PhPE9, lp/= -m>, 
B,={vE%T:;/v(=-m--,-I). 
Since the sequence fi has at least k, + 1 parts equal - 1, we have 
A m = B,,. 
Hence for s> -k, 
dim W(/i), d dim Vi. 
Because W(/i) is maximal, (9.36) holds for s 2 -k,. 
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Now assume k=2p-1. Then P(k)= (p}, and kak,,>p implies 
2p>k,+ 1 BP+ 1. Hence 
(p; -k,- l)= (-2,..., -l), 
with at least one -2. Furthermore k, + k,, + 1 = 2p implies that 
(p; -k, - 1) has k, parts equal - 1. Therefore 
[p; -kc, - l] E B,\A,, 
and hence 
1 +dim(&(nP)fl;l+’ uO)LkO- =dim 1 W(n)-+ I 
<dim VlkgPl. 
Since IV(n) is maximal, (9.36) holds. 
Now assume k = 2p. Then P(k) = (p, p + 1 }. Assume k,> k, so that 
2p+1ak0+1>p+2.Then 
(p; -k, - 1) = ( -2 ,..., -1) or ( -3, -2 ,..., -2) or ( -2, -2 ,..., -2) 
in either case with at least one -2, and at most k, - 1 parts equal -1. 
Since (p; -k, - 1) does not satisfy the difference 2 condition, we have 
and (9.36) holds. 
[p; -k,- l] E B,\A,, 
Finally, let k, = k, =p. Then 
X([p; -k,-l])u,=X([-2, -l,..., -l])uO, 
X([p+l; -k,-l])v,=X([-l,..., -l])u,, 
are two linearly independent vectors in I’-,,_ t, and hence 
dim V-,,_,=2=dim W(LI-~~~~. 
This proves (9.36) in all cases and the result follows. 1 
Recall that %?,, denotes the set of all p EPP such that p satisfies the dif- 
ference 2 condition and the initial condition (cf. Sect. 8). For n G 0 set 
Since L(n) = M(LI)/W(LI), Theorem 9.26 implies 
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THEOREM 9.27. We have 
ch,L(/i) = F. c C,,( -n) q”. 
n>O 
If we write the principally specialized character ch,L(n) of a standard 
module L(n) in two different ways by using (3.8) and Theorem 9.27, we get 
combinatorial identities due to Rogers and Ramanujan (for k = 3), Gordon 
(for k odd), Andrews (for k E 42) and Bressoud (for k E 42 + 2). 
THEOREM 9.28. Let M(A’) be a Verma module of level k with a highest 
weight vector vo. 
(a) Zf A’ = A mod 2, then yA v. = W(A’). 
(b) If A’ f A mod 2, then $,, v. = M(A’). 
Proof (a) is clearly a consequence of Theorem 9.26. (b) First note that 
a(0, A’(x)) # 0 ,..., a( - [k/2], A’(x)) #O. 
This implies that the set of vectors 
(B(3L)X(p)vO;3E~~ pE21°) ” ? 
is linearly independent. Then the character formula (3.3) implies that this is 
a basis of M(n’), and the result follows. 1 
APPENDIX 
We show how to derive the Lepowsky-Wilson spanning result [LW4, 
Lemma 14.31 from Propositions 8.5 and 8.6. 
Take the constant (x,, ,xpB) in [LW4] equal to 4. We then identify our 
basis of g with that in [LW4] via 
Fix ko, k, E N, Not both 0, set k = k, + k,, and consider the standard 
module L(A) where 
A =k,A,+k,A,, 
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as in Section 8. Define the vacuum space 
i-2(&4))= {vEL(A);_s+v=O}. 
By [LW4, Proposition 5.43, the map 
is an _s-isomorphism. Define Laurent series with coefficients in @ by 
E’([)‘=exp 2r 
( 
2 B(n) i”ln 
> 
2 ret, 
HE f(ZNi-1) 
a51 ,..., in) = Z,,,(i, ,..., i,) 
= E-([,)W.. . 
E-(i,)“kX(il)...X(in)E+(i,)“k’..E+(in)l’k, 
(A.2) 
and define Z(m, ,..., m,) by 
Z(i, ,..., i,,)= 1 Z(m,,...,m,)i~l...i~. 
m,  ,.__, m,  E z 
Using the formulas analogous to Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, 
one finds that the notation Z(m,,..., m,) agrees with that in [LW4]. The 
formulas 
[B(n), E’(p] = (-2c/k) i-“P(Wk, izE T(2N+l), 
C4n), mu1 = 2i-“ai) 
imply that the operators Z(m I ,..., m,) on L(/i) commute with the action of 
_S- O@CO_S+, hence leave Q(L(A)) invariant. For p = (m,,..., m,) E Z” set 
Z(P) = Z(m, ,..., m,). 
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Let a,, be a highest weight vector in L(/i) and set 
Qpl = span(Q) u,; ALE iI!‘“, nr 6121, 
then this notation agrees with that in [LW4]. Using (A.l), (A.2), and 
x(i,)...ai,,) 
+-((,)-I’“... E-([,,)-“kZ([ I,...) i,,)E+(i,)~““.“E+(i,,)~“” 
it is easy to see that 
THEOREM A.l. [LW4, Lemma 14.31. For IZE N, 1~ -N, the set 
(Z(p) L’o+Qp-“; ,I, /lE% ,]. spans (nSI”/flp- ‘I),. 
Proof: With < the order on 9 used in Section 8, set 
Applying (A.2) to vO one obtains 
Z(v)~o~~(v)~~,,+L(,., (A.3) 
for all v ~9, hence L;,,, c L,,,, for all ~1.9. Conversely, (A.3), 
Propositions 8.5, 8.6, and induction on p show that L,,,, c L;,,,. Hence 
UP) = q,, (A.4) 
for all PEE. Set 
then 
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Using (A.4) with p = p,, and (A. 1) it follows that 
8p1 = aCnjuO n Q(L(/1)) = span{Z(v) u,; v E %A , I(v) 6 n}. (A.5) 
Since d. Z(p) uo= I/J\ Z(p) uo, (AS) implies the assertion of the 
theorem. g 
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